
Opening series

CLASSIC 136CLASSIC 136 Simple and smart, designed to be 
easy to use, offering a warm sensation of comfort and 
elegance. Perfect for interior partitions. 

CLASSIC 142CLASSIC 142 Light and elegant, presents a 
modern, minimal design. Innovative architectural 
characteristics and user-friendly technical speci-
fications make BLK142 recommended for medium 
opening spans, shop windows and internal doors. 
Ideal solution for budget long-lasting problem-free 
performance.

REGAL 154REGAL 154 Developed to meet all the construc-
tors needs. The result is an intelligent system without 
any compromise in quality or performance. It is ideal 
for any construction with opening windows or doors, 
from luxury shops showcases, doors and windows in 
residents that stand out of the ordinary (tilt and turn, 
pivot windows, bended windows, tilt and slide etc), to 
complex interior partitions. 

Opening thermo series

CLASSIC 254 thermoCLASSIC 254 thermo An enhanced three-
chambers thermal-break system using the “Ω” 
shape polyamide insulation of 18mm with fiberglass 
reinforcement. CLASSIC 254 THERMO combines de-
sign with cost energy saving. With thermo coefficient
Uf = 2,91 W/m2K, it meets all the modern thermo in-
sulation needs and sets the standards in the category 
for thermal and acoustic performance.

REGAL 262 thermoREGAL 262 thermo With coef f icient
Uf = 2,30 W/m2K offers top thermo insulation and 
maximum cost energy saving. It’s a highly sophisti-
cated three –chamber thermo system using the “Ω” 
shape polyamide insulation of 26mm with fiberglass 
reinforcement. It combines top-class thermo per-
formance with extra high robustness and modern 
style. REGAL 262 thermo is ideal for external doors 
and windows of any size, where maximum thermo in-
sulation, robustness and safety are the priorities.

Sliding series

CLASSIC 330CLASSIC 330 Simple and elegant. The small-
sized modern architecture line creates a pleasant 
atmosphere in internal rooms. Classic 330 is a flex-
ible system suitable for medium sliding windows and 
internal partitions offering elegance and comfort to 
residents, business or industrial places. 

REGAL 337REGAL 337 Regal 337 is a new generation sliding 
system with minimal design, meeting all the aesthetic 
values of modern architecture for wide transparent 
openings.  Intergrading innovative design and func-
tional characteristics, Regal 337 offers the best 
combination of elegance , functionality and robust-
ness. It’s a true unique, timeless value. Windows and 
doors slide on an additional inox or anodized alumi-
num driver for smooth and quiet movement and the 
feature of it’s style.

Sliding thermo series

REGAL 443 thermo REGAL 443 thermo An enhanced sliding three-
chambers thermal-break system using the “Ω” shape 
polyamide insulation of 12mm with fiberglass rein-
forcement. Regal 443 includes specially designed 
profiles to ensure that all the accessories of the sys-
tem are fitted without harming the thermo break. 
In this way top thermal and acoustic insulation are 
achieved. Regal 443 is ideal for extra wide spans, 
thanks to the robust sashes and the tube type frames 
it presents.
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“Perfection is not when there is nothing to add, but when there is 
nothing to take away” - Saint Exupery

Because BLK are the new generation systems, which combine in a unique way all the important 
characteristics of the modern aluminum systems.

Simple. Elegant. Stylish
Their line are simple 
and clean. Free of the 
unnecessary elements. It 
is the classiest and more 
modern trend in architec-
ture – “less is more” Mies 
van der Rohe – and in the 
high-tech product design.  
It offers a restful, delicate 
and elegant style in every 
room of the resident or 
the office and is harmoni-
cally combined with every 
architectural style classic, 
modern or avant-garde.  
BLK Aluminum style is 
timeless. 

Multiple solutions  
Opening and sliding sys-
tems for doors and win-
dows of every type. BLK 
Aluminum systems are 
ideal for ordinary or spe-
cial windows and doors 
like tilt and turn, bended 
or tilt and slide, etc. Alter-
native solutions for frames 
and sashes. A great 
selection of end-finishing 
profiles assures the fine 
result. Absolute freedom 
in the color selection with 
more than 400 high quality 
colors with special seaside 
painting manufacture 
for the protection of the 
windows and doors from 
the sea salt.

Efficient thermic
insulation  
Thermo BLK Aluminum 
systems are developed 
and produced accord-
ing to the latest thermo 
and acoustic insulation 
technology. They use 
three-chamber design 
with “Ω” shape polyamide 
insulation with fiberglass 
reinforcement. They offer 
top class thermo insula-
tion coefficient reaching 
the maximum thermo 
insulation. They are 
concistent with the highest 
possible cost energy sav-
ing standards offering a 
highly relaxing residential 
or business place.

Upgraded  engineering  
New, innovative design to 
achieve absolute water 
and airflow insulation. 
Enhanced dimensions 
and robust constructions, 
according to the specifi-
cations of every system, 
allows BLK Aluminum to 
withstand heavy use and 
last a life time.

Easy to install, easy to  
maintain  
Big sashes and chambers, 
great variety of profiles 
and fully compatible 
accessories make the 
construction of BLK Alu-
minum an easy business. 
Special care was given to 
ensure functional simplic-
ity and easy maintenance.

Safety 
All BLK Aluminum 
systems are designed to 
be compatible with multi-
locking systems. In this 
way top safety standard 
are guaranteed. 

WHY
  BLK aluminium?


